1196.1 MOZART TO HIS WIFE, BADEN2 BY VIENNA
Dearest, most treasured little wife

[Vienna, 14th October, 1791]

Yesterday, Thursday the 13th, Hofer3 travelled out with me to Carl,4 we ate out there,
then we drove into town, at 6 o’clock I collected Salieri5 and Cavalieri6 with the coach, and
drove them to the box7 – [5] then I went quickly to collect Mama and Carl, whom I had left at
Hofer’s in the meantime. You would not believe how charming they both were, – how very
much they liked not only my music, but the plot and everything together. – They both said a
grand opera8 – worthy to be performed at the greatest festivity before the greatest monarchs, –
and they would certainly see it very often, [10] for they never seen a more beautiful and more
pleasing spectacle. – He9 listened and looked with rapt attention, and there was not a number,
from the symphony to the final chorus, which did not coax a bravo or bello out of him, and
they could hardly stop thanking me for this favour; they had been thinking of going to the
opera the whole time yesterday, but they would have had to be sitting inside by 4 o’clock,
[15] but this way they saw and heard it at their ease. – After the theatre I had them driven
home, and I took supper with Carl at Hofer’s. – Then I drove home with him, where we both
slept splendidly. It was no small joy that I gave Carl by collecting him for the opera. – He
looks splendid – there is no better place you could find for his health, [20] but all the rest is
unfortunately miserable! – They may be capable of raising good peasants for the world! – But
enough of that, I have asked for Carl to be excused until Sunday afternoon, because the main
studies |: God have mercy :| do not [begin]10 until Monday; I said that you would like to see
him – tomorrow, Sunday, I will bring him out to you – then you can keep him with you, or I
will drive him back to Hecker11 on Sunday afternoon; – reflect on it, he will surely not be
ruined because of one month, I think! – In the meantime the story with the Piarists12 could
work out, and this is being worked on seriously. – Otherwise he may be no worse, but neither
is he a jot better, than he always was. He is continuing in the same unfortunate manner, likes
as always to plague others, [30] and is almost less keen on learning because out there he does
nothing for 5 hours in the morning and 5 in the afternoon other than walk round the garden, as
he admitted to me himself; in a word, the children do nothing except eat, drink, sleep and go
for walks. At the moment Leitgeb13 and Hofer are with me; – the former will stay with me to
eat, [35] I have just sent my faithful comrade Primus14 to the Burgesses’ Hospital15 for food; –
I am very satisfied indeed with the fellow; only once has he let me down, forcing me to sleep
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at Hofer’s, which annoyed me greatly because they sleep too long for me. I most prefer being
at home, because I am entirely accustomed to my order. This was the single occasion when he
put me in an evil humour. [40] Yesterday the journey to Bernstorf16 cost me the whole day,
which is why I could not write – but for you not to write to me for 2 days is unforgivable, but
today I firmly hope to receive news from you, and tomorrow to speak to you face-to-face, and
to kiss you from the heart.
the 14th 8br.17 791.

[45] Farewell, eternally your
Mozart

I kiss Sophie18 a thousand times, with X.Y.19 do what you want. adieu.
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